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FOREWORD 

This paper, the result of work carried out for the Tin 
Research Sub-Committee of the British Non-Ferrous 
Metals Research Association (on which the Tin Research 
and Industrial Applications Committee was represented), 
is republished by the International Tin Research and 
Development Council with the permission of ~e British 
Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association. 

The work of the International Tin Research and 
Development Council in this field of investigation is 
a continuation and extension of the work initiated by 
the Tin Research and Industrial Applications Committee. 
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The International Tin Research and Development 

Council, composed of delegates appointed by the 

Governments of the principal tin producing countries, 

has been established for the purpose of acquiring 

and disseminating scientific and technical knowledge 

relating to tin, its alloys and chemical compounds, 

the processes involved in the production of these 

materials, and their applications. 

The objects of the researches and other activItIes 

of the touncil are to discover and develop new 

industrial applications of tin, to improve the existing 

products and processes, and to assist tin consumers in 

overcoming technical difficulties and problems relating 

to tin. 
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PREFACE. 

There .have been many attempts to produce bearing metals 
of hardened lead .in the past and in the case of bearings 
carrying"'jight loads :' such bearlligs ' have been ' used with 
apparent success, although there is little information available 
as ' to the friction losses . of such '> bearings .compared with the 
losses from bronze and tin · alloy bearings. During the world 
war the use of .lead alloys for . heavily loaded bearings 
rotating at high speeds was attempted· in Germa,ny .owing to. 
the shortage of tin: This hasledio fill-ther in~estigation into 
the matter. in that country and to: the production of lead alloys 
which have 'been adopted to a considerable extent. The later 
rlevelopment has been in the direction .of lead alloys containing 
more than 98 per cent. lead hardened by small. quantities of 
alkali metals such as sodium, .calciumand lithium. 

It is well known that oleic , acid reacts far niore readily 
with lead than with tin and evidence haB bee1l. brought forward 
to show that oxidised mineral oils also react more readily1vith 
lead than with tin. Such reactions would . be expected to 
produce sludge in oil · continuously .circulated through a 
bearing as well as to hasten the wear o£ihe bearing: 

This report deals with comparative tests made in' a journal 
frict ion testing machine with . bearings fully · lubri«ate.d . by 
continuous circulation of the oiL Lead·base . and tin-base 
alloys, hardened with copper and antimony, and also an 
Alkali metal-Lead alloy obtained from a German source, have 
been run with· various lubricants. The conditions of ' the 
materials ' and tests are fully described and it is shown that 

· under the conditions of ' the test there ' is no very marked 
chemical reaction between the lubricants and the 'alloysexcept 
in the case of lubricants containing free fatty ·acid used with 
alloys containing a high percentage of lead. The tests also 
show that as ' a general rule the frictional losses and 'wear of 
bearings of alloys containing a high percentage of lead are 

· greater than the' losses and wear occurring when :the bearing 
· metal contains a high percentage of tin; 

It t.herefore appears that .tin alloys are superior to lead 
alloys for bearing purposes and that the Jatter are useless when 

· it is necessary to use lubricants such as olive oil or sperm oil. 

" .. 

BEARING METALS AND LUBRICANTS. 
Laboratory:': Engineering Department, National Physical Laboratory, 

.under the supervision of Dr. H. J. GOUGH, M.RE. . 

TESTS ON ·' TIN,BASE AND LEAD··BASE BEARING 
METALS. 

By C. JAKEMAN ,md GUY BARR, .D.Sc. 
(National Physical Laboratory). 

INTRODUCTION. 
'l'his. research was carried out for the Tin Research Sub

Committee of 'the British ' Non-l!'errous Metals · Researcli 
Association with the primary . object of ascert.aining the 
comparative chemical action of lubricants upon .tin-base and 

. lead-base bearing metals. Sir 'John Dewrance published (a) 
some results in 1896 showing .very rapid solution of pure lead 
bearing metal in olive oil and Mr. Bowrey in the discussion 
on Mr. Foord's. (b) . paper before the Royal Aeronautical 
Society gave some results of the chemical action of mineral 
oil on a large range of metals. "1'he conditions under which 
the latter tests were made were not stated, .but it would appear 
that the temperature was very high, since an attempt to 
reproduce the results, given later in this paper, failed to show 
any similar action at a temperature of 100° ·C. The latter 
temperature may be taken to exceed any temperature generally 
met with in the cin;:ulating system of an internal combustion 
engine. 

The main. results of the investigation are to show that 
except in the case of oils containing fr~e fatty . acid the 
chemical action upon any of the bearing metals employed is 
of little importance. The measurements of the coefficient of 
friction and wear of the bushes generally indicate that tin .is 
superior to lead as a ' base ' for bearing metal a.ll9Ys. 

(a) Machinery Bearings. John Dewrance. Inst. of Civil Engilleers, 
Pr~eedings, Va!. CXXV. Part Ill. Page 351, paper No. 2953. 1896. 

(b) Pro.ceedings. Vo!. XXXIII. December 1929. P . ll20. "Lubrication 
of Aircraft Engines," . 
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MECHANICAL TESTS. 

TESTING MACHINE EMPLOYED. 

The bearings were run OIl journal bearing te~ting lUut:hines 
of the type use(l at the National Physical Laboratory for some 
years past and somewhat similar in design to that used by 
Professor . Goodman . . :Fig . . 1 shows · a general view of the 

• ~ , I 

Flc. I. 
General View of · Journal Bearing Testing Machine. 

machine. It consists of a journal 2 inches in diameter and 
3~ inches long formed on the end of a nickel-chrome steel 
shaft 4 inches in diameter. 'l'he shaft is mounted in roller 
bearing plummer blocks and driven by a belt from an electric 
motor. 'fhe bearing bush 2 inches in diameter by 2} inches 
long is mounted in a cast iron holder with a spherical seating, 
and the load is applied to the holder by means of a lever and 
link system as shown in Fig. 2. The friction torque is measured 
by a load applied to an extension of the horizontal link of 
·the loading system. The ]oad in the scale pan is adjusted 
u ntil this link is in its normal horizontal position . . This 
adjustment has to be accurately made and a tube containing 

; a pin hole at the eye piece end and a lens and cross wires at 
the other end is .focussed u'pon a fiducial line upon the arm. 
The absolute value of the friction torque is estimated from 
the change in the load on the scale pan required upon reversal 
of the· direction of rotation of the journal. This determination 

. is made when the temperature is constant and sufficiently high 

.' 
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Diagram of loading system. (d) journal, (I) links. (m) loading lever. 
(n) anchorage, (w) load, (s) friction scale pan, (P) counter balance. 

for the variation of friction with temperature to be small. 
'l'he friction at other temperatures is calculated from the 
change in load on the friction scale pan. The method of 
reversals will not give an accurate value for the friction torque 
if the relative position of the centre of the journal and the 
centre of the bush changes on reversal. 'l'he determination 
will not be correct unless ' the friction is the same in both 
directions of rotation. Unless the contact surface is symmetri
cal about the vertical line there is probably a small difference 
in the friction torques. No attempt is made to correct .for 
these errors since in all cases comparative values have heen 
required, and the conditions of wear under which cl.etermiria
tions have been made have been the same for each · bush as 
far as possible. 

B0:Jnng 

Cok::l a'lr 

Filbzr 

Sump 

F,c. 3. 
Diagram of circulating system. 

The oil is circulated by means of an electrically driven 
pump, feeding the lower side of the bearing which is free 
from · loud. After passing through the bearing the oil is 
collected in a tray, drained off to a gauze filter and returned 
to the sump. An electric air heater · is provided so that hot 
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air can be hlowll into the oil on its return to the snmp in order 
to ' increase the rate of oxidation of the oil. 'rhe hot air is 
blown in at, a temperature of ahout 1600 C. 'rhe eil'(,ulatillg' 
system is shown in Fig. 3. 

CONTROL AND :MEASUREMENT OJ<' 'rEMPERATURK , 

'rhe journal is hOl'etl out 1 inch iu diameter for a length 
of about 42' inches amI a number of i inch holes are drilled 
from the face of the 4 inch shaft to meet the bored hole (see 
Fig. 4.) 'l'he special gas burner shown is inserted in the bored 
hole and the produr:ts of combustion, diluted with as ' much 
air as is necessary to cool them to the desired temperature, 
pass through the central bore and the inclined holes discharg
ing into the casing surrounding the bearing. The temperature 
is measured by means of a base metal thermojunction inserted 
in a tube with a closed end which is screwed tightly into the 
lining of the bush. The closed end of the tube is just free 
from the surface of the journal and is in .contact with the oil ' 
film at the top of the bearing. 

q 

,f 

h 
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q:l:l olr FIG. 4. 
Method . of heating bearing, (a) shell , (0 lining, (c) holder , (d) journal, (.) ·shaft, 

(j) casing, (g) thermoju~ctlon leads, (h) gas heater . . 

CONS'l'RUCrrION OF BUSHES. 

The spherical steel shell is bored out to 2t inches diameter 
and eight small slots are cut in the bore as shown in Fig. 5. 
The inside is tinned and the white metal run in to a thickness 
of about i inch. This is afterwards bored out to the size 
required. The bushes for these tests have been run by Messrs. 
:Fry's Metal Foundries Ltd. except "!the bushes of Alkali metal- , 
Lead alloy metal ,yhieh are described later in this report. 

1 

FIG. 5. 
Section end view of bush. (a) steel shell (b) lining. 

METHOD OF TEST. 

The'tests have been made in the usual manner adopted 'for 
comparison. tests on oils since the chief object of the investiga
t.ion was ·to observe the, contamination of the oil. The speed 
has been kept. constant at 1300 r.p.m. (11·4 ft.Jsec. ·'rubbing 
speed) and the load has been 1000 lbs. per sq. in. of projected 
area of the bush except. when this load proved to be too great 
for any particular alloy and was reduced to 800 lbs./sq. in. 
The machine has been run every week-day for about 8 hours 
(except on Saturday when the run was about 3i hours) until 
a total of 100 hours running' has been reached. Throughout 
this period determinations of the coefficient of friction have 
been observed and changes in the appearance of the oil haye 
heen recorded. Measurements of the bushes have. been made 
at three or four stages of each run. 

The average running temperature has been maintained 
in the neighl:;ourhood of the temperature of minirlUm friction. 
It was intended if possible to determine the "seil!ling" tempera
ture at frequent intervals since deterioration of the oil causes 
a rapid lowering of the "seizing" temperature in most cases. 
In the first test, however, on the High Tin bush No. 1, the 
seizing temperature was 1960 C. with castor oil and thiR 
temperature caused the metal to flow so that no further test 
could be made on that bush . At the end of each day's run. 
therefore, the temperature was gradually raised to a maximum 
of about 1300 C. in order to determine the temperature of 
minimum friction and to avoid damage to the bush by plastic 
flow of the metal. 

At the conclusion of the 100 hour run a large sample of 
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the Qil was pumped into a bottle for chemical and physical 
examination, care being taken that the oi.l was not allowed to 
remain at rest in the sump, which might have caused solid 
matter' to settle out from the oil. The filter an<1 sump were 
then washed with petrol or paraffin and the soli<1 sludge, if 
any, separated by means of a centrifuge. 

A special series of tests were made on Alkali metal-Lead 
alloy bushes as described later. 

Particulars of the bushes and oils employed are given 111 

Tables I and n. 
TABLE I. 

PARTICUI.ARS OF BUSHES. 

No. DescrIptIOn. . Ha,·d· I .. I .Analysis %. I BrInell 

~1~IThI~lhl~lfulk ~ 

1 &2, t J 92.4 3.7 0.5 3.3 .04 - - -
}21-! 7 &9, High Tin I 92.6 4.1 0.25 2.9 .03 - - _.-. 

H J , 91.6 4.0 0.5 3.8 .04 - - -

3&4 Medium Tin 40.2 10.7 47.6 1.4 .03 - -- - 19 

5&6,} 
HighLead { 

4.9 15.5 79.8 .03 .01 - - -
}21 8, 5.1 15.0 79.9 tr. .02 - - -

10 5.2 15.2 79.6 tr. .02 -- - -

16 80% Tin ... 82.0 10.9 3.1 3.8 - - -- - 22t 

12, 13,} .A.lkalimetal- { - - 98.65 - - 0.62 0.69 .04 35t 
14.15 Lead Alloy ±.09 ±.04 ±.04 ± .01 

Bronze ... 11.8 - tr. 87.9 tr. - - - 127 
(Phosphorus = 0·3i.') 

The analyses of the white metals except Alkali metal-Lead 
alloy were supplied by Messrs. Fry's Metal Foundries Ltd., 
being the result of analysis of the met.al from the pot fro.m 
which the bushes were run. The'analysis of the Alkali metal
Lead alloy was supplif'd hy the makers. 1"'he bronze was 
analysed at the National Physical Laboratory. 

MEASUREM}~N'rS OF THE COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION AND WEAR OF BUSHES. 

COEFFICIENT 0];' FRICTION. 

During each run of 100 hours observations of the co
efficient of friction were made over a rang-e of temperature of 
40° tq 130° C. Oil from 14 to 16 days. The friction coefficient. 
was found to vary c.onsiderably but the usual change was a 
'reduction in friction during the first few hours, followed by a 
steady increase espec.ially at 40° C. The change at higher 
temperatures was in general less ·marked. There were excep
tions to the general rule in the case of the High Leacl alloy 
when lubricated with Mobiloil A. and sperm oil. TheRe 
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TABLE n. 
I' ARTICUI,ATIS OF OILS. 

I 
Description and I Spec. I Viscosig I Acidity Name. Grav. at at 25°; as oleic Source. 

25° C. poises. acid. 

Castor Oil ... Wakefield's Pure ... .9587 6,44 0.81% 

Mobiloil A .... Vacuum Oil Co.'s. 
" Gargoyle" Mobiloil 
A. ... '" ... .9132 3.00 0.09% 

Castrol .A..A. .•. Wakefield's ... ... .U070 2.8-7 0.00% 

Oleogene M .. Price's Patent Candle 
Co., Ltd. ... ... .91G6 2.87 0.11% 

Olive Oil ... Willcox & Co., Ltd., 
conforming to RP. 
s~ecification for pure 
o ive oil... ... .9123 U.629 1.1% 

Sperm Oil ... Willcox & Co., Ltd., 
commercial ... ... .8823 0.324 1.4% 

combinations gave a steadily decreasing' coefficient of frietio~ 
at 40° C. as the test proceeded, although the total reduction 
was small in the case of sperm oil. For pUl'lJO~es of comparison 
the .average value of the coefficient of friction at 40° C. 'and 
70° C. for the first quarter of the run and for the last quarter 
of the mn has been tabulated in Tables In and IV. 

TABLE II!. 
COE]"FICIENT OF :FRlCTION A'r 40° C. 

Load-I,OOO lbs.Jsq. in. Speed-1,300 r.p.m. (11·4 f.jsec.). 
Clem'ance-8 mils. 

Lubricant. 

I 
I Bearing Metal. 

High Tin. 'High Lead., Bronze. 

Castor Oil .. . ... at start .0052 .0040 .0030 
at end .0035 .1)052 .0036 

Mobiloil A .... ... at start .0028 .0038 -
at end .0038 .0034 -

. Castrol A.A. ... at start .D021 .0018 -
at end .0021 .0018 -

Oleogene M. ... at start .0024 .00:25 --
at .end .002:1 .00:28 -- I 

Olive Oil '" ... at start .0015 .OOW -
at end .0019 .00:20 -

Sperm Oil ... ... at start .00115 .0017 -
at end .0012 .0016 --
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TABLE IV. 

CO.\>FFICI],;NT OF .l!'n1cTION AT 700 C. 

Load-1,000 Ibs.Jsq. in. Speed-l,300 r.p.m. (11·4 f.Jsec.). 
Clearance-8 mils. 

Luuricant. 

I 
I Bearing Metal. 

High Tin. I High Lead. I Bron7.e. 

i Castor Oil ... ... at start .0016 .0019 .0014 
I at end .0018 .0024 .001f> 

-
l\:Iobiloil A . ... .. . at start .0011 .0018 -

at end .0013 .0016, -

Castrol A.A. ... at start .00135 .0012 -
at end .00125 .0012 ~ 

Oleogene }f. ... at start .0011 .00126 -
at end .00125 .0014 --

OlIve Oil ... . .. at start .0010 .0011 -
at end .0012 .00125 ._. 

Sperm Oil ... .. . at start .00085 .0012 -
at end .0010 .0012 -

I 
I 

I 

! 

An exami nation of Tables III and IV will show that the 

High Lead alloy gives a higher coefficient of friction than the 

High Tin alloy except in the Castrol A.A. With this lubri

cant alone of the six chosen does the High Lead aHoy give 

less frietional loss than the Hig'h '1'in alloy. 'rhe results 

obtained with tb,e Medium 'rin alloy with Castor Oil are not 

given in the above Table because this metal would not stand 

up to a load of 1000 lbs./sq. in. and was run at 800 lbs./sq. in. 

'1'he coefficient of friction at any particular temperature is 

therefore higher due to the luwer loading. Some of the results 

ohtaine!l with this metal are used for comparison with Alkali 

metal-Lead alloy. 

WEAR OF TIlE BUSlIES. 

All the bushes were bored 8 mils larger in diameter than 

the diameter of the journal. During" t.he first llart of the run 

the vertical diameter increased somewhat rapidly as the arc 

of contact was formed. The rate of wear was very much less 

after the arc of contact was formed. In some cases a small 

reduction in the horizontal diameter occurred due to flow of 

the metal and flow also occurs ill the axial direetion on the 

u~per side of the bush~ The fonuer amouuted in ~ome eases 

to a lit.tle over one mil and t.he latter yuries from 0·2 to 1·1 

mils. Measurement.s of the white metal hushes before and after 

test showed a reduction in the yolume of metal ve)"y llllWll 

greater tllan that which could be accounterl for by the total 

metal found in the oil, so that an appreciable increase of 

;'. 

~ 

r 

l 

~ 

.... , -

11' 

density due. to the load was indicated. '1'he measured increases 

ill vertical diameter are given · in Ta hIe Y. 'rhe hushes run 

with olive and sperm oils had already been run wit.h Oleog'ene 

~r and M"ohiloil A respectively. The arc of contact had there 

fore been formed before the commencement of the second nms 

and the \Year was very much Rllluller, as ,,'oul(T be expected. 

TABLE V, 

WEAR 01' BUSHES IN MI.LS. 

BEARING METAL . 

Lubricant. HIGH TI:-I. I HIGH LEAD. 

Bush Hou ... of . Bush Hou ... of 
No. I running. I Wear. No. I runnlng·I ·Wear . 

1 12 3.8 5 12 5':> 
37! 7.0 44! 7.1 

Ca.stol" Oil. , .. -------~-
2 42! 4.2 IOI~ HA 

62 4.2 
---------------

Mobiloil A .. . 7 11 3.6 12 iiA 
79! 4.0 6 43 6.1 

lOO! 4.0 82 6.8 
106 6.8 

Sperm Oil ... 7 34 0 6 34 0.3 
100 ' 0 103 0.6 

---------
Castrol A.A. ... 11 10 2.3 10 18 2.'l 

42 2.6 42 2.4 
79 2.8 77i 2.4 
99 3.1 100 2.5 

------

Oleogene M. ... 9 16 2.8 8 16 4.2 
40 'l.O 47 5.1 
82 ;) .) 81! 5.2 

104 3.2 104 5.3 
------

Olive Oil ... ... 9 35! 0.5 8 35~ 0.5 
78 0.5 77 O.H 

103 0.5 102 0.8 

Table V shows t.hat the High Lead alloy wears faster than 

the High Tin alloy except when used with Castrol .A..A. in 

which case the wear is a little less in the case of the High Lead 

alloy than in the case of the Hig-h Tin alloy. The exce;;sive 

weal' of bush No. 1 was due to the temperature haying- been 

raised on one oe('a:;io11 t.o 1960 C. after running" for 37t hours. 

The run was completed by 62 hours run on bush No. 2, care 

heing" taken not to exc:eed a temperature of 1400 C. at any time. 

The wear on the Bronze hush with castor oil was 0·4 miI. after 

101:\ hours. 
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VISUAL EXAlfINATION Ol!' OILS. 

CASTOR OIL. 
. 1'he oil darkened somewhat dUI'ing the first SO hours of 

the tests but afterwards became a little ligh.ter in colour, with
out regaining it.s initial pale colour. In all cases it was clear 
at the end of the test and there was no a})preciable difference in 
the appearance of the 'samples from the four different bearings. 

MOlllLOIL A., CASTIWL A.A., OLEO GENE M. 
These three oils showed no appreciable change in colom 

or cloudiness during the test and there was no visible difference 
in the samples from the High Tin and the High Lead bearing·s. 

OLIVE OIL FROM HIGH 'l~IN BUSH. 
During the first 20 hours the oil ch.anged in colour from 

yellow to green. After this' period up to 60 hours the colour 
gradually lost part of the green tint and there was no {)hange 
in the last 40 hours. No sludg'e could be separated in the 
centrifuge. The sump and filter were afterwards washed and 
0·45 gram of dried sludge was recovered from the washings. 

OLIVE OIL FROM HIGH LE.m BUSH. 
Similar colour changes were observed in this sample but 

cooled samples became cloudy after 10 hours' running and the 
cloudiness persisted at higher temperatures at the end of the 
run. Samples cent.rifuged from 10 hours upwards showed about 
1 per cent. of sludge. The sump and filter were washed and 
2·57 grams of dried sludge recovered from the washings. 

The green colouration is derived from the action of the 
oil on the copper circulating pipes. This was verified by 
pumping the hot oil for 50 hours through the pipe system with 
the bearing removed. . 

SPERM 'OIL FR01lI HIGH TIN BUSH. ' 
The original colour ·of this oil was a pale yellowish green 

but after 5 hours the green tint was lost. After 35 hours the 
oil appeared to be slig'htly cloudy and at the end of the run 
it was still cloudy and of a dull golden brown colour. A small 
amount of sludge of a brown colour was recovered from the 
filter and sump. 

SPEllM OIL FROM HIGH LEAD BUSH. 
The oil turned cloudy after 15 hours of running but did 

not lose its green tint. The cloud~ness increased as the test 
proceeded and at the end the colour was olive green. A small 
amount of sludge of grey colour was recovered from the 'filter 
and sump. ' 

From the visual examination, therefore, sludge is formed 
only from olive and sperm oils and in each case more sludge 

: is formed by the High Lead bush than by the High Tin bush. 

-': ." 
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'fhe detailed examination of the oils is given in the 
Appendix below. 

'fhese tests have shown that the chemical action of castor 
. oil or of the three motor cylinder oils tested is small upon 
either lead or tin alloys. With olive oil the action on the High 
Lead alloy containing antimony is much less marked than that 
observed by .Sir John Dewrance on a pure lead bearing. In 
order to complete the investigation it was therefore considered 
to be advisable to make some tests upon a lead bearing metal 
containing 98 per cent. of lead and small quantities of the 
alkali metal:>. Such alloys are .used to a considerable extent 
on the Continent and are said to be satisfactory in practice: 
The British Non-Ferrous Metals Research ' Association 
approached the manufacturers of these lead bearing metals in 
the matter and they kindly loaded some sta.ndard shells with 
the Alkali metal-Lead alloy for these tests. 

TESTS ON AN ALKALI METAL-LEAD ALLOY. 

The two bushes referred to above were run, one with 
Mobiloil A and the other with olive oil. The oils were not 
oxidised by hot air during- these tests. A very few minutes' 
running showed that 1,000 Ibs. per sq. in. was too high a load 
for this metal and the load was reduced to 800 Ibs. per sq. in. 
These bearings did not run steadily, there being sudden 
changes in the friction which were probably due to the cracks 
which were afterwards found to have developed in the metal. 
Av:erage values of the coefficient of friction at the running 
tempera.ture are given in Table VI. There were no tests on the 
High Tin or High Lead alloys with which to compare these 
figures but the figures for the Medium Tin alloy which was 
tested at this load with castor oil are given. The corresponding 
figures for either Mobiloil A or olive oil would be less than 
those given for castor oil. 

TABLE VI. 

Coefficient of Friction. I 

Bearmg Metal. Lubricant. Time from start-hours. 

10 I 50 I 90 

Medium Tin Alloy Castor Oil '0022 '0033 '0038 
(3) . at BO° C. at BO° C. at 80° C. 

Alkali Metal-Lead Alloy Mobiloil A. '0029 '0036 '0035 
(13) at 72° C. at 81° C. at 82° C. 

Alkali Metal-Lead Alloy Olive Oil '0058 '0043 '0065 
(12) at 85° C. at 76° C. at 84° C. 

- ~ 
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'1'he test on the Alkali metal-'Lead alloy and olive oil waS' 
abandoned after 97 hours because the cracks which had 
started to develop after 30 hours had increased to such an 
extent that friction determinations coul d" not be made. An 
examination of hush No . 13 showed that .very fine cracks had ' 
nevelopecl but that they were much less marked than .in No . 12 
both in number and in size. There was no visible change :in 
the , Mohiloil A during the test hut the olive bil behaved 
similarly to the previous sample test with the High Lead alloy, 
but to it 'more. marked degree. 'rhere was a considerable amount 
of sludl;?e collected from the sump and filter. Th:1t t.he chemical 
;wtion had been great was also shown by the increase in the 
size of the hush, whieh ,vas 6·4 mils larger in horizontal 
diameter awl 28·2 mils larger in vertical diameter. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN AI,RA,LI METAL-LEAD 
ALLOY AND 80 PER CENT. TIN ALLOY. 

The last test confirmed the action of olive oil on a bush 
containing a large percentage of lead but the formation of 
cracks in bush No. 13 did not confirm the published results of 
tests of this metal. A further bush was obtained from the 
maker as well as ' a number of thick rings of the metaL For 
comparison tests a shell was lined with a commercial quality 

. of tin bearing metal containing about 80 per cent. Tin by 
.Messl's. Fry's Metal Foundries Ltd. Comparative tests were 
made upon these by running them at various loads until they 
reached a steady temperature and observing the coefficient of 
friction under these ·conditions. The results are tabulated' in 
Table VII. ' 

'rABLE VII. 

Speed--l,300 r.p.m. (11·4 £'/sec.). Init1'al Clem'unce-8 mils . 
Lubricant- Mobiloil A. 

\ ALKALI METAL-LEAD ALLOY. \ 80% Tn; ALLOY. 
BUSH No. 14. BUSH No. 16. 

Load. \ T 0c \ Temp:c.\ Co eft'. of \ T 0c \ Temp oc·1 Coeft'. of . 
lb./sq. in. emp. . above air. friction. emp. . above air. friction. 

127 ' 45 23 '0081 4M 25~ '0092 
255 49 27! '0041 46~ 24* '0045 

- 510 59 39 '0024 57 36 'OU25 
1020 65! 45! '0015 61 38 '()(1l5 
1530 74 to 84 54 to 67 'OU36 to 75 54 '0012 

'G048 
2040 - - - 88 70 '0010 
2550 - - - 90 G9~ '0010 
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During' the test at 1,530 lbs. / sq. ill. the Alkali nietal-Lead 
alloy fining" developed cracks similar to those fOl'llleU in the 
previous tests and no further tests were D1ade ~ The Alkali 
'metal-Lead alloy in the form of a t inch lining in a steel shell 
will not. therefore carry ,as high a load as ' an 80 per cent . Tin 
alloy ,lining of the same nature. 'rhe coefficient of friction of 
the Alkali metal-Lead alloy appears to he lower than that of 
the T~n alloy at the lowest load and there iR no appreciahle 
difference I!-t loans of 255, 510 and · 1.020 Ibs. / sq. in . 'rhe 
observed hig-he); friction of the tin at loads of 255 and 510 
lbs./sq. in. is accounted for by the lower actual temperatures 
of the oil films . An attempt was made to compare the coefficje~lt 
of friction of the two alloys over a period of 30 hours at a 
eonstant load of 900 Ibs. / sq. in. For this purpose a steel shell 
was lined by forcing a thick ring of Alkali metal-Lead alloy 
into it ,and securing the linillg' by driving brass keys down the 
axial grooves in the shell . The lining was then bored out to 
the required size. 'rhe comparative tests were made upon the 
80 per cent. Tin alloy bush which had the arc of cOlltaet 
formed in the test just recorned . The first part of the test on 
the llew Alkali metal-Lead alloy bush would not be comparable 
sillce the arc ,of contact was in progress of formation. The com
parison was rendered more unsatisfactory by an unforeseen 
phenomenon caused by undue cOlp.pression of .the Alkali 
metal-Lead alloy in forcing it into the steel shell. As a result 
of this the bore of the ' bush became smaller as the test pro
ceeded. In spite of the wear associat.ed with the formation of 
the arc of contact the vertical diameter was reduced by 0·6 mil 
after 30 hours while the horizontal diameter meaRured 1·1 mil 
less than the initial measurement. The shapeR and sizes of the 
two hushes were not similar therefore. during the test. The 
initial and final dimensions are given in Table VIII and the 
observed coefficient of friction in Table IX. 

TABLE VIII. 

Dimensions of bushes and journal. 
Inches. 

, 
I Alkali Metal-Lead Alloy I 80/~ Till Alloy 

I at start I at end at start I at -end 

Diameter of journal ., .. 2'0070 2'0070 2'0070 ~'OO70 

Horizontal diameter of 
bush ... ... ' .. 2'0148 2'0137 2'UI44 ~'Ul48 

Vertical diameter of 
bush .. : ... . .. 2'0150 2'0144 2'0172 2-U173 

-
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'l'ABLE IX. 

COEl"}'ICIENT Ol" FRICTION. 

Load-DOO lbs./sq. in . Speed·-1,300 Lp.m. (11·4 f./sec.). 
L1lbricant-Mobiloil A. 

rullllin, ." 
T ime of I Alkali Metal·Lead Alloy I 80% Till Allov 

hours g 40°.C. 1 GO° C. 1 80° C. 11000 C. 40° C. 1 GO" C, I 80c C. 1100u C, 

10 '0021 '0013, '0011 '0011 '0024 '0013, '0009 '0008 

20 '0023. '0015 '0011 '0011 '0024. '0015 '0010 '0008 

30 '0024 'OOlb '0012 '0013, '0025 '0015. '0010 '0008 

The Alkali metal-Lead alloy appears to give a lower co
efficient of friction up to 650 C., but above thi~ temperature the 
80 per cent. 'l'in alloy gives lower friction values than the 
Alkali metal-Lead alloy. This result is not conclusive, however, 
owing to the want of similarity between the bushes. 

A final comparison was made by machining out the two ' 
bushes to a circular form, thus giving the somewhat high initial 
clearance of 0·016 in. but producing bushes of exar.tly similar 
form. During this machining the Alkali metal-Lead alloy 
showed signs of recovery from itR compressed state, but by 

0'003 

0'002 

0'001 

n 
~. 

--- 8.0 % tin alloy 

I I I 

t\ ••••••••••• Alkali metal- Lead alloy 

\\ .'. 
.......... 

'··f\ ........ : ..... 
' . . ....... .. ~ . .. ' ) ~ .. ......-

FIG.6. 
Load = 900 Ib./sq. in. I 

I __ Speed = 1300 r .p.m. 

-- -
Oil = mineral I 

o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 
Temperature ·c 

FIG. 6. 

Comparison of 80% tin alloy and Alkali metal·Lead Alloy. Curves of Coefficient of 
Friction plotted against Temperature . 
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allowing time ' for recovery after the initial cuts it appeared 
eventually to reach a condition, of stability before the final 
mar.hining was finished. These two bushes were then given a 
run of about .10 hours at a load of 900 Ihs. per sq. in. and a speecl 
of .1,:'100 r.p.m., at a telllperature of 750 C. for the '1'in alloy amI 
115 0 C. for the Alkali metal-Lead alloy. They were then 
measured again and a complete run was made up to seizing 
temperature on each bush. The curves of coefficient of friction 
plotted to temperature are given in Fig. 6. The dimensions of 
the bushes are given in Table X. The seizing temperature and 
temperature of minimum friction are g'iven in Table XI. 

TABLE X. 
DIMENSIONS OF ALl,ALI METAL-LEAD ALLOY AND 80 PER CENT. 

'l'IN ALLOY BUSHES. 

Diameter of J ournal=2·0070 ins. 

ALKALI METAL-

\ 
80% TD; ALLOY. 

L};An ALLOY. 

Vertical I Ho.riz~mta.l I Vertical \ Horizontal 
dia. ins. dUI.. ms. dia. ins. dia. ins, 

At start .. . 2'0230 . 2'022R 2'0228 2'022G . 
After 4 hours ... 2'0230 2'0229 2'0'239 2'0213 
After 14 hours ... 2'0232 2'0228 2'0244 2'0214 
End of test ... 2'0163 2'015G 2'022 to 2'0126· 

2'027 • 
• Accurate measurements could not be made since globules of molten metal 

. had run round the journal. 

TABLE XI. 

COJ-:~'}'IC:IF.X'1' m' FRIC'1'IOX. TF.)IPF.I{ATUR~; 

"'C. 

At I At I At I M' . 40° C. 70u C. lOO" C. lI11mum. At I At 
Minimum. Seizure. 

. 
Alkali metal- over 

Lead Alloy '0017 '0012 '00 Hi '0012 70 23.'3 
80% Tin Alloy '0021 '0010. '0011 '0009 150 187 

'fhe changes in shape are shown in Table X, and it will be 
Reen that during the "running in" the Alkali metal-Lead alloy 
chang'ed little, whereas the 80 per cent. Tin alloy increased 
r.onsiderably in vertical diameter but decreased in horizontal 
diameter. At the end of the test the Alkali metal-Lead alloy 
was flowing at 2330 C. but did not actually melt, while the 80 
per cent, 'l'in alloy melted in places at 1870 C. The curves shown 
in Fig. 6 verify the conclusion drawn from the previous test 
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that up to 65° C. Alkali metal-Lead alloy gives less friction 

than the 80 per cent. 'rin alloy. At higher temperatures up to 

180° C. 'the 80 per cent. Tin alloy shows lower friction losses 

than .4.1kali metal-Lead alloy. 

The conclusion dl'awn from these tests is that Alkali metal

Lead alloy is unsuited for loads exceeding 900 Ibs. per sq. in., 

whereas the 80 pel' p-ent. Tin alloy runs quite satisfactorily up 

to a load of 2,500 Ills. / sq. in. 

The Alkali metal-Leacl alloy gives lower friction loss than 

the 80 per eellt. 'rin alloy up to 65° C. at loads up to 

900 Ibs./Hq. in . (probably due to its greater hardness) but 

higher friction losses than 80 per cent. Tin alloy ahove this tem

perature. These l'esults do not confirm previously published 

eomparisons between "Lurgi"-metal and Tin alloys. In the 

book by J.- Czochralski and G. Welter (c) tables are given which 

show «Lurgi"-metal to he superior to Tin alloy bearing metals 

at all loads. These tests were probably made upon ring lubri

cated bearings, hut full details are not given. In opposition to 

this, M. Al'mbruster (d) records tests showing a lead alloy of 

the nature of the one used in these tests to be quite useless in 

comparison with a high tin alloy under the conditions of his 

tests. The loading appears to have been 770 Ibs. / sq. in., a little 

less than that used in th~ test recorded above; but the speed of 

rubbing was very much higher; namely 43 f. / sec. Under these 

conditions the lead alloy showed an increase in friction 

moment from 19 to 38 in 22 minutes, after wnich it remained 

constant for some minutes'. The Tin alloy on the other-·hand 

gave a friction moment varying bet.ween '5 and 8 in the same 

ullits over a period of 60 minutes. 

The results obtained during this investigation indicate 

that an Alkali metal-Lead alloy will run satisfactorily at 

moderate loads and temperatures when lubricated with mineral 

oil or cOlD-pounded oil but that the alloy freely dissolves in 

olive or sperm oils. The general conclusions drawn from the 

whole investigation are that neither high lead nor high till 

alloys are readily attacked by the lubricants in common use 

such as mineral oil, compounded mineral oil and castor oil, but 

that generally speaking a higher friction loss will occur with a 

high lead alloy than with a high tin alloy. 

(Cl "Lafl:ermetalle und Ihre- Technologische Bewertung." Springer. 

Berlm. 

(d) Deutsohe Motor-Zeit~chrift. October 1929. Vo!. 6. P. 504. 
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APPENDIX 

DETAILED EXAMINATION OF OILS. 

As mentioned in the description of the method of test, samples of 

oil were taken from the circulatin~ system at thE' end of each of the 

lOO hOllr rnns. The specific gravitles and viscosities of these samples 

were c1etermined and .compar.ed with those of the unused oils. Chemicnl 

tests were also applied in IllOS.t cases in order to obtain data regarding 

the quantities of metallic compounds present in solution or in suspension. 

The following table gives particulars of the various samples of oil, 

together with notes as to their appearance after standing for two months 

ill the Winchestel's in which they had ooen collected: general notes of 

the changes visible (hIring and at the end of the run have already been 

made in Part 1. . 

TABLE XII. 

Ref. I Oil I Treatment I Colour I Sediment 
I 

No. I I 

1 

! 
As received. 

2 100 hrs. in· bushes Unchanged. None. 
1 &.2 (92% tin). 

3 100 hrs. in bush 5 Ap£reciably do. 
Castor (80% lead). arker. 

4 100 hrs. in bush 3 Orange and do. 
(40% tin). cloudy. 

1) 100 hrs. in bronze Orange, clear .. Grey, slight. 
bush T.B.5. 

6 As received. I 

7 100 hrs. in ·bush. 6 Unchanged. Slil-(ht. 

8 
(80% lead). 

MobiloilA. 100 hrs. in bush 7 do. do. 
(92% tin) . 

20 100 hrs. in bush 13 do. Moderate. 
(Alkali metal-Lead 

alloy). 
9 

{ 
As received. 

10 Oleogene 100 hrs. in bush 8 Unchanged. None. 

11 M. (80% lead). 
]00 hrs. in bush 9 do. Yery slight. I 

(92% tin). 
]2 

{ 
·As received. 

Inappreciable·1 
eastrol 100 hrs. in bush 10 Unchanged. 

13 A.A. 
(80% lead). 

14 100 hrs. in bush 11 do. do. , 
(92% tin). I 

2] . As received. 
15 100 hrs. in bu~h 8 Turbid. Grey, heavy. I 

(807~ lead). 
16 100 hrs. in bush 9 Amber. Inappreciable. 

Olive 

1 
(92i~ tin). 

Hl 100 hrs. in bush 12 Orange. White, heavy. 

(Alkali metal· Lead 
alloy,). 

23 50 hrs. througb 
copper pipes only. Greenish. Green. 

22 

1 

As 'recei ved. 
17 100 hrs. in bush 6 Cloudy. Grey, 

Sperm . (80% lead). 
Slightly 

moderate. 

18 100 hrs. in bush 7 None. 
(92~~ tin). cloud,r. 
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, 

Specific gravities, relative to \vater at 25° C, were determined by 
means of a 50 m!. specific gravity bottle, Viscosities were, measured in a 
IT-tube viscometer (No, 3 of British Engineering Standards Specification 
188, 1929) which had been calibrated by means of sugar solution , All 
tests were made in a thermostat of which the temr.erature rel)1ained 
constant at 25° C, within 0·01° C. Some of the used Oils were cloudy and 
some showed sedimentation on standing, but as the measurements were 
' intended merely to give an indication of change, the oils were not 
fHtered: the gravi~ies and viscosities recorded are probably higher in 
these cases than would have been found after filtration . The values 
obtained are shown in Table XIII. ' 

The increases in specific gravity and in viscosity of the ' used, as com
pared with the unused, oils afford some measure of the extent of oxida
tion which has occurred owing to the exposure of the hot oils to air 
during the runs. In almost every instance the viscosity increases 
progressively with increase in specific gravity, The changes are small in 
the case of the mineral oils but are more marked in the fatty oils, olive 
oil being the most affected, The mineral matter suspended iu samples 15 
and 19 does not appear to increase the time of flow through the visco
meter, since the comparatively .clear sample 16 gives an even longer 
time: it is, therefore, probable that the incr('ased viscosity of these 
samples is due to dissolved lead salts. 

TABLE XIII. 
-

Specific gravity 
Viscosity at 25° C., OiL Ref. No. 25° C. 

S2[)0 C, p"oises, 

Castor ... ... 1 1 0'95873 6'44 
2 0'96063 7'28 
3 0'96050 7'26 
4 0'96082 I 7"40 
5 0'96141 7'43 

Mobiloil A. 6 I 0'91322 3'00 ... 
7 0'91374 3'04 
8 0'91417 3·11 

20 0'91471 3'17 

.Oleogene M, ... 9 0'91657 ' 2'87 
10 0'91680 2'95 
11 0·91682 2'96 

Castrol A.A. ... 12 0'90699 2'87 
13 0'90749 2'95 
14 0·90735 2'94 

Olive ... ... 21 0'91226 0'629 
15 0'92709 1·174 
16 0'92780 1'254 ' 
19" 0'93029 1'092 
23 091307 0'660 

Spenu ... ' .. 22 0'88229 0'324 
17 0'89492 0'472 
18 0'89424 0'486 

* After more thorough agitation this sample gave 0'93087, 1'096. 
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ESTIMATION OF :MINERAL MATTER. 

In some of the fatty oil samples it was obvious that appreciable 
attack of the bush had occurred. The mineral , oil samples ,,'ere not 
examined in detail from this point of view; ash determinations on oils 

. 7 and 8 showed residues of .only 0'0011 per cent. and 0'0018 per cent. 
respectively, t;ince lead is likely to be lost dur,ing the ashing process an 
extraction method was worked out for use with the fatty 011 samples, 
i;amples of about 100 m!. were diluted with an equal volume of ether 
and extracted three times in a ,separating funnel with a mixture of 
25 m!. of dilute hydrochloric acid (twice normal) with 10:> m!. of nearly 
boiling water, the hot water being added gradually with shaking so as to 
avoid undue losses of ether, The extracts were combined, filtered from 
suspended oil, boiled to remove ether and then evaporated to fuming 
with sulphuric . acid: after separation of the lead as'sulphate, tin and 
antimony were precipitated in weakly acid solution with sulphuretted 
hydrogen and the copper in· the ignited precipitate was determined 
colorimetrically by the f-erro c~'anide method, Iron was estimated in the 
filtrate by precipitation as hydroxide, 

In the case of castor oil it was demonstrated that two extractions 
with hot dilute acid were sufficient to remove at least 90 per cent, of the 
lead present when the castor oil contained 1 per cent, of its weight of 
lead oleate in solution . . ln the case -of the oil siphoned off from sample 19\ 
eight extractions had to be made before a negative test with SUlphuretted 
hydrogen could be obtained on a portion of the extract, 

Except in the case of sample 19, where the sediment was so con
siderable and so slimy after a few days' standing that mixing appeared 
impracticable, the analyses were made without any attempt to distin
guish between compounds present in solution and those in suspension, 
the quantity required being poured off after vigorous agitation, From 
,sample 19 the turbid oil was siphoned off and the sediment washed out of 
the bottle with benzene on to a filter where' it was further washed and 
dried: ' the weight so obtained was 8'5 gm. and analysis showed it to 
contain 54 per cent, of its weight of lead and 0·32 per cent, of iron; 
since the total volume of the sample was about 2 litres the lead content 
tn.bulated below for sample 19 should be increased by some 0,2 per cent, 
The unused olive and sperm oil gave no residue when the acid extracts 
were evaporated to dryness: the percentage contents found in the other 
determinations made are shown in Table XIV. 

TABLE XIV . 

Oil I Ret, No, I Lead I Tin (plus I 
Antimony) Copper I Iron 

Castor 2 0'0005 0'0017 0'0013 0'0015 
3 ,0'0009 0'0007 0'0030 0'0008 
4 0'0025 nd 0,0015 nd 

Olive 15 0'14 0'0034 0'0042 0'0021 
16 ' 0'014 0'0036 . 0'0021 trace 
19 0·59 nd nd 0'037 
23 nil nil 0'0066 0'0014 

Sperm 

I 
17 

I 
0'15 

I 
0'0023 

I 
0'0062 

I 
0'0011 

18 0'013 0'0005 0'0013 trace 

nd = not determined. 
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The high lead contents found when olive and sperm ·oils were used 
in 80 per cent. lead bushes (samples 15 and 17) are the most noticeable 
feature of this table: the maximum tin content is only 0·0036 ·per ·cent. 
(olive oil in 92 per cent. tin bush). Sainple 23 was obtained from a run 
which was made in order to verify the source of the coppe, contamina
tion: the fact that the rate of solution or copper' was much higher than 
in an actual test is to be explained either by differences of temperature 
and oxygen sol~bility (the average temperature for . sample 15 '- was 
68° C., while for sample 23 it was 55° C.) or by the unfortunate circum-. 
Htance t~at the steel ·pump normally used was replaced ill this case by 
one containing brass. The iron content of sample 19 cannot be ascribed 
to the wear of the journal, which was· only of t~ order of 1 /17 of that 
necessary to give so high a percentage: a,part from possible imperfec
tions in the lead lill,ing of the sump, there was also present an iron 
baffle plate in the oil return circuit where corrosion may have occurred. 

EXAMINAT10N OF SLUDGES. 
The sludges · mentio);ed in Part I as having been collected from the 

filter and sump of the testing machine were examined by transferring 
them with the aid of petrol to filter papers of known dry weight, washing 
them free from paraffin and oil and weighing. Estimations of the lead 
content were then made, with the following results. . 

TABLE XV. 

Accompallyiug 

\ 
Source of sludge. 

\ 

Weight of 

\ 

Le<Jd content 
oil sample. sludge gm. gm. 

15 (oliye) sump & filter 1·228 0·469 
16 

" 
sump & filter 0'061 0·017 

19 
" 

sump & filter 1·87 0·562 • 

· 17 (sperm) filter 0'410 0·0097 . 
sump 2·33 -

sum~ walls 2·79t 0·315 
18 

" 
fi ter 0·209 0·008 
·sump · 0·345 0'039 

L_ ------

• ·There were also found 0·001 gm. tin, 0·004 gm. copper, 0·026 gm. iron. 
t"- Not entirely free from· oil : this sample was scraped from the sump, 

. which wa.s lead lined, hence the lead content may be too high: 
tin present = 0'004 gm., 

OTHER CHEMIOAL 'l'ESTS. 

, 

I 

I 

I 

I 

The acidities of some of the samples were d~termined for comparison 
. with . the . values · obtained for ·the unused oils . . :The acidity (calculated 
as percentage of .oleic a;cid) of Mobiloil A increased from 0·09· per cent. 
to 0·11 ·per cent ..... during t .he i'unin the Alkali metal-Lead alloy bush 
(sample 20). The values for. the olive oil samples were: - . , 

Sample 21 (new). 15 (High lead bush). 16 (High tin bush). 19 (Alkali metal
Lead alloy bush). 

Acidity 1·1% to% 1·4% 0·7% 

The sperm oil samples gave · the following 
Sample 22 (new). · 17 (High lea.d bush). 

Acidity 1·4% 2·6% 

results :-
18 (High tin bush), 

2·9% 

• 
i 
1 
( , 
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It may be noted that the .a,cidity is the lower, the greater the extent 
of · the· chemical attack on the bUBh. The normal effect of oxidation 
during the use of the oil would be to increase the acidity: this is . 
shown in samples 16 and 18. Oxidation tends also to reduce · the 
proportism of unsaturated organic compounds, as measured by the 
IOdine number of the oils. The iodine number (Wijs's method) of the 
new olive oil ·No. 21 was 84·8 : after-use in the Alkali metal-~ad alloy . 
bush (sample No. 19) the iodine number had fallen to 75·4 . . 

The · sediment separating from the olive oil used in contact with 
bushes containing high proportions of lead might · be expected to be 
ess~ntiaJly lead oleate: the lead contents shown in Table XV for the 
sludges accompaliying samples 15 and 19 are somewhat higher than 
required . by the · formula for the norma.! oleate (27 per cent. lead). It 
l).as already been mentioned that the heavy sediment from sample 19 
contained 54 per cent. of lead; some of this material was extracted 
with ether in a Soxhlet · apparatus to remove adherent oil (and most 
of the lead oleate probably) and was then shaken with ether and 
hydrochloric acid to set free the organic acid: the waxy .residue 
obtained· on evaporation melted at about 50° C. and had an iodine · 
number of 70. It is thus evident that acids less unsaturated than 
oleic acid were present: the high lead content indicates that a basic 
rathE'r than a normal salt ccmst.itlltes the bulk of the ~imE'nt. 

RATE· OF SOLUTION OF BEARING ME,]'ALS IN MINERAL 
. . OILS AND CASTOR OIL, . 

In .an ··attempt to obtain dat.a fol' comparison with th<lS8 of Bowrey, 
to which reference has been made in the introduction, 50 gm. of 
turnings from two bushes were ·placed in a beaker and. covered with 
about 200 · m!. of oil: oxygen was blown through the mixture for 30-40 
hours, while the temperature was maintained . at 100° C. Finally th", 
turnings were washed free from oil . with benzole and reweighed. 
Turnings from bush No. 6 (80 ··per cent . . lead) were so treated with 
Mobiloil A and Oleogene M, and turning:s from bush No. 11 (92 per 
cent. tin) .with castor oil and Oleogene M.: in no case was there anJ 
loss in weight greater than the error of the measurements (0~01 gm.): 
the tin base turnings with castor oil actually increased in weight by 
0·06 gm. In view of the smallness of the attack indicated by these 
tests, no further measurements were made on the same lines. 

'":--:' 
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